I couldn’t believe that a simple
internet browser can help me so much,
thanks to Health Highway.

Making You Successful

.

Your problems are ours...
We welcome you to the 21st Century with Health Highway's revolutionary web based, connected, affordable,
enterprise software. You've spent many years preparing to be a doctor. With increasing regulatory overhead,
the daily challenge is not medicine, rather it's managing the practice and paperwork.
Today's healthcare reform and its bewildering requirements can overwhelm your time, peace of mind and
profitability. HEALTH HIGHWAY is the ultimate doctor driven system that automates and manages the practice of
medicine. It controls patient medical records, administrative, billing and business functions to keep you profitable,
even with Managed Care.

HEALTH HIGHWAY is for anybody trying to cut expenses and decrease the cost of delivery of Medicine.
It accomodates the single practitioner, a group practice with multiple specialties and locations, HMO or
a regional healthcare information system and a hospital.

Connected
Healthcare

TM

A common communication
platform for providers,
office staff, patients and
managed care entities
to interact in an efficient
and organized manner.

Health Highway, Inc. provides exchanges, a virtual hub
and virtual offices, on the Internet for Medical Clinics,
Providers, Hospitals, Health Plans, IPAs, and Patients.
We provide integrated, enterprise level, Web Services,
Application Software, and Information Delivery Systems
to the entire healthcare delivery chain.

A million dollar system
for a modest monthly fee...

Pay only for what you need and use. You no longer have to
purchase expensive practice management software that
includes features that you don't use or want. Instead, you
can choose only the features you want and can easily add
additional capabilities when you are ready for them.
•

Provider Services: to make the administrative
process efficient and to cost-effectively manage
labor intensive tasks and medical records.

•

IPA/Health Plan, Hospital Services: to
provide low-cost exchanges and connectivity to
member providers and hospitals.

•

Patient Services: allowing patients to communicate with the doctor’s office including
Patient Health Records Portal and tele-medicine.

•

Hospital Services: integrated hospital services
to manage a hospital efficiently. Integrated
with all above services.

Internet Based
Your clinical data always at your finger tips. You can
have access to your patient information, billing system,
scheduling, and clinical records from anywhere in the world.
No Local Network Hassles
Focus on practicing medicine, not maintaining a complicated client-server computer system. We maintain the
servers, back up your data on a regular basis, handle security issues and automatically update your software as new
features and capabilities become available.
Safe and Secure
We utilize the most current, state-of-the-art Internet standards for securing and storing your information. Strong
data encryption, user authentication and tracking assure
that our security measures meet or exceed HIPAA standards and specifications. Optional Biometric user authentication (finger print recognition) is available enterprise
wide, to assure that only authorized personnel can access
or view information.

PROVIDER AND PATIENT SERVICES
The key benefit of Provider Services is to make the administrative process efficient and cost-effective by offering state of the
art tools to manage Patient Registration, Billing, Eligibility,
Authorizations, Patient Scheduling, Patient e-mail, To Do
Lists, Prescriptions, Purchasing/Procurement Tasks and Online
Medical Information.

TM

Message Center
Online integrated messaging allows you
to send, receive and forward email within
your office or over the internet. Reduce No-Shows and increase patient
satisfaction with:
♦

Integrated Appointment Reminders

♦

Online To Do list, Calendar and Events

♦

Patient Alerts, Letters and Reminders

♦

Patient Online Payments

Computerized Patient Record (CPR)
Never lose another patient chart.

True Resource Scheduling

If you know how to run a copy machine,
you know how to use the CPR document
management system. It's that easy to
computerize your medical records. Use
our EMR Clinical Information system
with point and click to write your charts
and never fear an audit again.

A full featured patient registration and true resource scheduling
with productivity enhancing features such as:

♦

Weekly and multiple provider views

♦

Authorization tracking by episodes

♦

Authorization and eligibility links

Online Billing and A/R Management
Physician billing and accounts receivable management includes
such features as :

♦

Plan level fee schedules

♦

Authorization tracking

♦

Online authorization and eligibility

♦

Online real-time reporting

♦

POS Handheld Device Enabled

Easy Chart Entry
Use your voice, handwriting or
paper to enter clinical and billing
data! No keyboards required,
work the way you work today
only more efficiently.
♦

Dictate on any phone or tablet PC or PDA

♦

Write you hand notes on tablet PC

♦

Write your notes on paper and scan

♦

Mark your superbill, dictate & write progress
notes in your own handwriting or in template.
The system will immediately bill, send your
prescription, workup orders, follow up and
document your notes!

Provider and Clinic Websites
Your own provider and/or clinic website is included with each subscription. Your site can include:

e-Commerce Services
Convert your website into a
revenue generator with our comprehensive MediPOS device package
The Package includes support for
Point of Sale (POS) devices for:

♦

Directions to your office

♦

Financial policies

♦

Physician biographies

♦

Accepted insurance plans

♦

Credit & Debit Card Processing

♦

Frequently asked questions

♦

e-Commerce Shopping Cart

♦

Schedule appointments

♦

Online Patient Bill Payment

♦

Online Patient Registration

♦

Patient Payment Plan(s)

♦

Online Prescription Refill Requests

♦

Telephone Check Acceptance

♦

NSF Check Collection

Hospital, Labs and Pharmacy

You can choose to implement all of the services listed as
a single e-commerce package or pick only those services
that would most benefit your practice.

Our system works, the way you work !
Enter your protocols once and once only! From the doctor’s
chart notes, the system administers orders, keeps an
electronic chart, alerts you in advance about allergies &
drug interactions, does the billing & the rest automatically.
It scans &distributes documents. Never fear an audit again!
Hospital System is an enterprise web based cutting edge technology
complete system for running the hospital from Patient Registration,
Scheduling of Resources, CPOE, Billing, A/R, Ledger, Financial
Management, Reporting, Inventory Control, Human Resources,
Nurses Desk, Bed Management, PACS, Radiology, Imaging,
Document Management System, Lab, Pharmacy and connecting
with serving physicians practices. The system is cost effective, easy
to configure and can run on any platform.

HEALTH HIGHWAY gives you instant access anywhere in the
world
. to both the clinical and business aspects of your
practice. It links you to hospitals and labs for instant results.
You can also use an optical scanner to input any data into
the patient record. No more hunting for lab results or X-Ray
reports!

Disease Management Tools

Workflow automation at its best !

Secure online tables can be made available to allow patient entry of medical data such as blood pressure, blood sugar, weight,
cholesterol levels, symptoms etc.
Once entered, this information can be
made available in a graphic representation to provide clear history of an
illness and/or a patient’s response to
treatment.
This innovative record
keeping and charting feature serves as
a collaborative tool for patient/provider/specialist consulting
and disease management thus greatly enhancing patient
satisfaction, provider productivity, quality and access to care.

HEALTH HIGHWAY gives you instant access anywhere in the
world to both the clinical and business aspects of your
practice. It links you to hospitals and labs for instant results.
You can also use an optical scanner to input any data into
the patient record. No more hunting for lab results or X-Ray
reports!

HEALTH
HIGHWAY easily links to Payers, Insurances,
.
Pharmacy, Laboratory, Clearing house, Merchant Billings,
Data Banks, Global Networks, Financial Markets and
Consumer Services

TM

PROVIDER AND PATIENT PRODUCTS
Practice Management System
Our software automates on a real time basis, the work flow of
Health Care Providers, Patients and Payers which includes
Clinic Management, Scheduling, Health Records, Patients
Portals, Billing/Collections, Revenue Cycle Management,
Claims Processing, Eligibility, Authorizations, Electronic
Remittance Advice and e-Commerce
.

Key Features

- Registration and Scheduling
- Eligibility and Authorizations
- Billing and A/R Management
- Patient Phone Payments
- Complete Online Visit Documentation
- Electronic Claims, Statements and letters
- Extensive Reporting capabilities
- Hospitals, Labs, Patients and Pharmacy connectivity

Patient Summary Screen snapshot

In-Built Electronic Records Module

Graphical rich Reports

Extensive collection of varied Reports

True Resource based Scheduling

Electronic Medical Records
HealthHighway's realtime, integrated Electronic Medical
Records increases the efficiency in a busy medical practice.
Our software is easy to use, has point and click interface and
requires minimal typing. Our software increases revenue by
streamlining workflow, decreasing documentation time,
reducing cost and decreasing malpractice exposure. Patients
records are with Physician available anywhere, all the time.

Key Features

- Point and Click easy to use interface
- Electronic documents/charts storage and Rx.
- Enhanced diagrams, images and DICOM Viewer
- Built-in ICD/CPT codes, labs and medications
- Comprehensive templates based on specialities
- Easily and quickly customizable workflow
- Drug Interactions, Label warnings
- Speech recognition option available
- Fully connected to all other modules

Patient Past/Current Visit Summary

Full featured In-built DICOM Viewer

Point and Click templates to easily create summary

Images with hot spots and easy extended options

Searchable Drugs and Interactions database

Health Highway, connected healthcare solutions
Health Highway is a five year old Silicon Valley based company. Our applications are competitively priced
and affordable to fit the budget of a solo practitioner or a large group practice. Our applications are currently
being used by over 50,000 providers across the US. Health Highway's innovation, support
and state-of-the-art technology make it the obvious choice. It is the Healthcare Management System for
today and tomorrow.

What our critics say...
"Excellent System....highly reliable... significant time saving for the physician. Once the SOAP Note is done, the
system does the rest including billing"
"Light years ahead of everybody else ! The most significant advance in office automation I' ve seen...Unbelievable"
"With today's health care reform and HIPPA, Health Highway is a must!"

What our customers say...
" Finally, I can store my documents electronically I never thought I'd see the day. I love it! Free at last from
paper work!"
" No more keyboard stumbling, no more mind-numbering manuals written by computer nerds, no more filling out
those awful insurance forms, no more hassles. Now I can just see my patients, give orders to my faithful PC,
and the job gets done perfectly. I can even work from home"
"I feel in control. I can see graphical reports on our clinic performance revenues receivables, productivity
anytime but records, patient ensures, visits"
" Great support, I am not computer literate. They trained me as if I was in grade school. Recommend them highly"
"Office work is easy & fun now. Now I can work on Internet just like my daughter does her school home work"
"I can view patients, prescribe medicines even in the night and this has improved our efficiency a lot"
"I can find my charts, documents in just a second. I do not have to fear audit again"
"No bounced checks anymore. Thanks to Health Highway online eligibility and payment processing system.

Contact Us
Health Highway
4423 Fortran Court
San Jose, CA 95134
Phone: (408) 719-1900
Sales@HealthHighway.com
Eastern Region

Central Region

NexGenMD, Inc.
10 Lake Drive,
East Windsor, NJ 08520
Phone : (609) 448-9671
Info@NexGenMD.com

Health Highway
5736 Brockway
Shawnee, KS 66226
Phone : (913) 220-2028
Todd@HealthHighway.com

